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• The Covid-19 crisis has highlighted the 
importance of developing more 
resilient, inclusive, equitable and 
sustainable societies and economies 
that are capable of withstanding 
future crises, natural disasters and 
other potential threats. 

• Five years after the Paris Agreement 
was adopted, countries are now in the 
process of updating their NDCs so full 
implementation of the Agreement can 
take place from 2020+.

Context



• Innovation: Actions and activities should accelerate and scale up innovation at different stages of the 
technology cycle, addressing both adaptation and mitigation

– Various actors develop, transfer and deploy new and existing climate technologies

• Implementation: Actions and activities facilitate the implementation of collaborative technology 
development and transfer

– Countries have clear pathways with identified support options to enhance technology 
development and transfer

Technology Framework



Building Back Better

➢ Providing a frame for countries to steer investments and attract 
climate finance, while providing transparency and 
accountability through national and multilateral processes

➢ To incorporate climate resilience into their country planning.

➢ Reflect that the CTCN is operating in a unique space and has 
practical experience of ‘how’ to implement assistance and 
activities. 



Framing the approach: Guiding Principles



Methodology



Innovation & Implementation (Paris Agreement)

• Build back better selection of areas was informed by:

– Looking across the areas where we get the most requests

– Looking across the portfolio of countries where the CTCN operates in

– Seeking the identify unifying factors across all CTCN countries

• Approach continues core CTCN approach of responding to country driven requests from Parties, 
linked to mandate.



Structuring action



Potential measures



Translating enablers into action



Roadmap development



• Formal launch at UNFCCC, Bonn, June 
2021

• Webinar series talking through 
proposed outcomes and impact from 
using the guidebook

Next steps



• Questions?


